GT2 S/S V-Shaped Spreader Bar: Popularized by hiboy roadsters such as Bob McGee’s back in the late ‘40s, this polished stainless steel spreader bar shows just the right amount “V” making it dead-on for the era.
(A) #001-61202 '32 Ford S/S stock, 23.18" wide spreader bar: $140.00 ea.
(B) #001-61203 '32 Ford S/S pinched, 21.5" wide spreader bar: $110.00 ea.
(C) #001-61219 '34 Ford S/S stock, 25.5" wide spreader bar: $160.00 ea.

GT2 S/S V-Shaped Front Spreader Bar with Turn Signals: Looking for a little more modern flavor for the front of your hot rod, then this is for you. It has the same dramatic polished V-shape as above but includes built-in turn signal lamps offered in either clear or amber plastic.

A.

B.

GT2 Turn Signal Lamp Replacement Lenses: You say you got a little too close to that parking bumper, not a problem as we offer replacement lenses.
(A) #001-62704 Amber lens: $25.00 ea.
(B) #001-62703 Clear lens: $25.00 ea.

New

GT2 Front S/S Spreader Bar Flanges: Looking to make your own spreader bar, here's a good start.
#001-61221 '32 Ford front S/S flange: $9.95 ea.